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POWERFUL BODY LANGUAGE STRATEGIES
When conducting meetings and interacting with other people, your body language can become a critical part of your
communication and may even come to define your success or failure. There are a number of simple yet powerful strategies
which can make your encounters more productive and effective. If you are an office worker, you can use these strategies
to have an edge over your colleague, client or even your boss. If you are a trainer you can use them to make your training
more effective and memorable.
These body language strategies are as follows:

Observe your body posture
When presenting, talking or delivering your message, don’t cross your arms. You will appear defensive and closed. Instead,
show the palm of your hands, adopt an open posture with open arms and uncrossed legs and show that you are confident
about your position. In particular, don’t ever close your arms when answering questions after you have given a talk or
presentation.

Conduct meetings while standing
Research shows that meetings conducted while standing take significantly less time than those where people are sitting on
comfortable chairs. Standing meetings will be more efficient for your organisation and will also help the staff to exercise
their legs. This is particularly useful given today’s style of office work. To start this, simply remove all chairs from your
meeting rooms, while providing whiteboards and marker pens. That’s all you need!

Talk within the first 30 seconds
When in the company of strangers, you may feel shy or conservative to initiate a discussion or follow up on what is
currently discussed. The best way to remove your stress is to make sure you say something within the first 30 seconds of
the encounter. Remember, this is not to say a simple “hi”. You need to say something that can define you, so others can get
a hint of the ‘type’ of person you are and understand that you are a player. If you don’t say anything, you may find it more
and more difficult to break in at later stages, not to mention that others are more likely to ignore you altogether even when
you say something later on.

Watch the buttons and keep the room warm
While in a meeting, people who wear their jackets with closed buttons are more likely to cross their arms and so become
more defensive to new ideas (or at least appear to be). Unbuttoning a jacket is a good sign that the person is open to the
idea they just heard and you can use this knowledge to your advantage. People who appear defensive to each other can
unnecessarily bring a discussion to a halt. This also suggests the importance of having warm meeting rooms where you can
expect the attendees to take their jackets off and minimise the chances of crossing arms and closing bodies which will
eventually lead to ineffective discussions.

Travel light
People with slim briefcases appear higher up in the hierarchy as they have other people to carry the detailed paperwork for
them. Going out to important meetings without an overstuffed briefcase shows that you are a person who cares about the
core business and is in control of the situation. However, be careful not to arrive at your destination unprepared or without
the right materials. That certainly doesn’t help you make the right impression!

Try not to touch your face
Many gestures that involve touching the face or the head while talking give away valuable signals to others. For example,
touching the nose or the ears, putting fingers on the mouth or the corner of the mouth indicate lying or an attempt to mislead.
Other gestures such as resting your chin on your fingers suggest that you are not convinced about what you just heard
which again gives away your position. To keep your thoughts private, simply use a general rule as follows; keep your
hands away from your face and preferably below your chin. This way, you keep your thoughts to yourself and also appear
more authoritative.
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